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Article abstract
Even if it is accepted that in our western tradition the adjective is derived from
the category of the noun to form a sub-class, in addition to the substantive, its
institution as an autonomous part of speech has not been without difficulty.
The distinction adjective / substantive , which derives from the Aristotelian
opposition substance / accidence , has been maintained despite having been
questioned frequently. This is explained by the concordance of a number of
different factors: i) the correspondence of the extralinguistic aspect with the
semantic aspect, ii) the syntactic characteristics which result from this, the
adjective being necessarilly in an attributive or epithet relationship with its
substantive, iii) morphological variations, highly marked in Latin for the
adjective, which is modified for three genders. Hesitation over the choice of
criteria is responsable for the diversity of labels suggested: historically the
term « épithète » was first rhetorial or explicative then becoming
determinative. But from a logical point of view the adjective, considered as the
result of a previous attribution, takes over the third position in the utterance.
Intermediate categories such as the substantive derived from an adjective
beau/beauté) complicate the classification of this fundamentally ambivalent
category, (ci. the two components of meaning).
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